
A family atmosphere is created at the main chefs table, where care and respect for 
each guest is revealed. We have prepared some useful recommendations that
will make your dining experience unforgettable and as comfortable as possible.

COME EARLY

Punctuality is about respect. Every dinner is a journey that guests start and finish 
together. We serve dishes at the same time, smoothly moving from one course to another. 

In order not to delay everyone else, please arrive at the restaurant no later than
10 minutes before dinner starts.

THE AROMA AFFECTS THE TASTE

Our taste buds perceive only five basic tastes, the sense of smell is responsible for the rest. 
Cosmetics and perfumes with a strong aroma can distort the impressions of dishes both

for you and for other guests. Please refrain from using them.

BEAUTY & COMFORT

Sense of place is created from little things and captured with just one glance. Therefore,
the Ikra restaurant has a dress code - a semi-formal style. Stay in comfortable

and good-looking clothing, but refrain from T-shirts, tank tops undershirt, and shorts.

WITH HEALTH CARE

Please let us know in advance of any allergies or foods you may not like. Submit your 
information at the time of booking so that the chef can prepare special meals for you.

CAPTURE IMPORTANT MOMENTS

We will be very happy if you take pictures of the dishes and share your impressions 
of the dinner online. The only request is to turn off the sound effects and flash so as 

not to distract other guests from the new taste experience.

FOLLOW THE CHEF'S RECOMMENDATIONS

Most dishes remain at their peak of flavor immediately after cooking, and some
can be left to brew. Please listen carefully to the chef's recommendations and

treat your food with respect.

TABLE - FOR DISHES

The story, where the main characters are guests and dishes, unfolds at the chef`s 
table. There is no place for personal belongings. Leave them nearby and do not put 

them on the table so as not to accidentally damage them.

CELL PHONES
Please refrain from talking on a mobile phone during meals so as not to distract

the chef and guests from dinner. We understand that sometimes calls are urgent,
you can leave the table for a while.

SOFT VOICES

Our hall has a small area, and there will be other guests at the table with you.
In addition, the chef will share interesting stories throughout the entire dinner.

Please avoid loud conversations.
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